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Informal settlements play an important role in the development and growth of cities, but are rarely treated as part of the urban space. These rejections in both the urban and social realms have created trouble with the way the city and their citizens identify and acknowledge themselves as. Reflecting as non-planned cities with pollution, crime and poverty issues, directly affecting the health and wellbeing of both regular and irregular citizens.

These settlements are typically found stablished on hills, or very hard access lands. Few research on place attachment has been done considering the informality and temporality of these type of settlements, even though they are a crucial part of the cities’
growth. Less research has considered the variables of spatial layout (specifically topography) as a determining factor for social interaction. No research has explored the influence that leadership can impose in the physical layout of informal settlements, which affects the social relationships and living conditions of residents; hence on the place attachment that could be developed by them. This research, seeks to contribute to debates by exploring the production of knowledge about the formation of informal settlements, and how that impacts on residents’ place attachment. Filling up the knowledge gap in urban theory related to socio-spatial impacts on place attachment in informal settlements, which could nurture future planning policies for improvement and relocation.
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